
 
 
Women in BIM Regional Lead Responsibilities  
 
Women in BIM is globally recognised network of female professionals, supporting the AEC industry 
in its adoption of BIM and helping to improve diversity and inclusion across our sector.  
 
As a community we aim to drive this agenda globally and need help and support in all regions 
around the world to do this.  
 
The role of a Women in BIM Regional Lead (WIBRL) is an important one, it aims to follow and align to 
our core ambitions and principles. The WIBRL role will be accepted for a minimum term of one year 
unless otherwise agreed with our Core Team.  
 
The key responsibilities for the WIBRL will be to undertake the following activities and to keep the 
Chair (Rebecca De Cicco) and Vice Chair (Vicki Reynolds) up to date on any further developments in 
BIM you feel appropriate to your region.  
 
All correspondence relating to the WIBRL responsibilities should be sent to our Global Administrator 
Nicole De Cicco, and Nicole’s contact details can be found below.  
 
WIBRL can be appointed across multiple regions and we simply ask you to engage with the others in 
your area to support our agenda in ensuring that our messaging and support can be fully accesses 
across the Women in BIM network.  
 
 
Women in BIM Values  
 
1. Encourage and support Women in BIM.  
2. Advance and retain Women in BIM.  
3. Attract and promote Women in BIM.  
 
 
Regional Leads Key Responsibilities  
 
As a WIBRL you are requested to undertake the below activities in order to help us to grow our 
network and ultimately drive diversity across the AEC industry.  
 
It is important for you to deliver these activities and help to grow our network in your region of the 
world. WIBRL responsibilities at a minimum include:  
 

1. To raise awareness of Women in BIM in order to grow numbers in your region.  
2. To facilitate meetups/networking events (either virtual or face to face) in your region to 

support networking opportunities. We request a minimum of three events per year in your 
region.  



3. To contribute to news and opinion pieces we can use on the Women in BIM social media 
channels that relate BIM and diversity.  

4. To write three posts for the Women in BIM LinkedIn Group annually specific to BIM in your 
region. 

5. To write three articles per year we can use on the Women in BIM website and share via our 
monthly newsletter.  

 
 
All correspondence should be directed to our Global Administrator, Nicole De Cicco. 
 
Nicole is also available to contact if you have any questions or queries relating to the administration 
duties of a Regional Lead. 
 
 
Please contact Nicole at info@womeninbim.org. 
 


